Introduction
Earthquake aftershock sequences are one of the most abundant manifestations of seismic 26 activity and earthquake interactions. A robust characteristic is that their seismicity rate, 27 λ(t), decays as a function of time t after the mainshock as a power-law well described by 28 the Omori-Utsu law [Utsu et al., 1995] ,
30
where the exponent p is usually ∼ 1, the aftershock productivity K generally depends 31 on mainshock magnitude, and the time scale c marks the onset of the power-law regime.
32
Despite the robustness of this empirical observation, the detailed mechanism responsible 33 for aftershock sequences is still elusive and represents a major challenge for understanding 34 the physics of earthquake nucleation and triggering. Several seismicity models, invoking 
55
Most of these studies recover a large number of early aftershocks and show an apparent 56 decrease of aftershock rate at early times. However, the completeness achieved by these 57 methods soon after the mainshock is much poorer than at later times, hampering the 
65
Here we propose a novel strategy to quantify early aftershock activity. We consider a rates in our newly identified events with those at later times, we find a constant power-law 73 decay of the aftershock rate from the earliest resolvable time (0.3 s) up to about 100 days.
74
Our results suggest that the mechanism driving aftershock activity remains similar over 75 a broad range of time scales spanning 8 orders of magnitude. 
Data
We used the repeating earthquake catalog of the RES occurs, another peak should emerge in the RSTF (Figure 4 ).
116
To retrieve the RSTFs we apply the projected Landweber deconvolution algorithm [e.g. The waveform u is filtered with a 4th-order Butterworth low-pass filter with cut-off 141 frequency of 20 Hz. This stabilizes the deconvolution procedure, yielding less noisy RSTFs.
142
At each iteration we estimate
where f n is the RSTF estimated at iteration n, P a projection operator, G the EGF, G T its transpose, and τ is a relaxation parameter. Following Vallée [2004] , we set
, whereĜ is the Fourier transform of G and ω is frequency. The projection operator P is defined as follows:
This imposes two constraints on f (t), positivity and an upper bound on its duration (T =20 amplitude. We then stack RSTFs computed from all EGFs, at all stations ( Figure 5 ). it as a possible detection. We declare a detection if the peak is the largest one (excluding have large noise, so we exclude them from our further analysis.
169
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Verifying the Identification of Early Aftershocks
Although the waveforms considered here are very similar and tend to produce stable 170 deconvolution results, in some instances the deconvolution process leads to noisy RSTFs,
171
making it difficult to distinguish if a peak is significant. In order to assess the robustness 172 of our RSTFs, we test a second deconvolution technique on the 64 events identified above.
173
As we expect only few aftershocks in the first 20 s, most of the RSTF values should be 174 null. We hence employ a sparse deconvolution procedure that favors RSTFs with a low 175 number of non-zero values, following a formulation similar to Rodriguez et al. [2012] . We 176 assume that the target waveform u can be written as a linear combination of a subset of 
184
We hypothesize that the signal can be reconstructed by a small number m of basis functions, m ≪ L, that is, the RSTF has a maximum of m non-zero values. We express our deconvolution problem as
subject to: The two constraints enforce sparsity and positivity, respectively. We solve the problem 
186
The approach is similar to that of Kikuchi and Kanamori [1991] . We start from an initial 187 null guess s = 0, residual r 0 = u and set the iteration counter to h = 1. We then identify 188 the basis function that best matches the current residual,
190
We add the identified basis function to the set already obtained at the previous iterations,
We then solve a positive least squares problem, minimizing 
Aftershock Locations and Magnitudes

Computing Time Delays
We are interested in locating the detected aftershocks relative to their mainshock. We forms better than a simple subtraction of the scaled EGF waveform. We then isolate a 215 2.56 long window around the P-wave arrival of the aftershock and mainshock waveforms.
216
At each station, we determine the arrival time difference between mainshock and after- set of random parameters until we have at least 1000 samples of ρ.
245
We find that the mean horizontal distance between mainshocks and aftershocks is 56 
263
We also observe an asymmetry of aftershock locations, with 26 out of 38 (2/3) af- where p = q = 0.5 and n = 38. This gives P = 3.5 %. 
Temporal Distribution of Sub-Events
We analyze the temporal organization of the detected early aftershocks and compare it 287 to that of later aftershocks listed in the original catalog (> 20 s). This comparison ac-288 counts for differences in detection threshold between the two catalogs. On the one hand,
289
early aftershocks are more difficult to detect due to interference by the mainshock coda.
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On the other hand, our method detects smaller earthquakes than in the original catalog.
291
To account for changes of detection capability across time scales we first compute the mag- 
302
In order to compare the rates of aftershocks in the two catalogs, we correct the aftershock 303 rate derived from the original catalog by the factor α = 10 ∆mc = 2.5. We then build a 304 composite aftershock sequence. We treat each event in the repeating earthquake catalog 305 as a potential mainshock and all subsequent events of the same sequence as aftershocks.
306
Based on the time delay between events in a given sequence we then compute the rate of 307 earthquakes following a each mainshock. We then stack results obtained for all sequences
308
to obtain a composite aftershock sequence. In a second step we add to the already existing coda, and may result in underestimation of the early aftershock rates in previous studies.
356
The constant aftershock decay exponent we resolve over the entire time span suggests 
362
They detected events at these short time scales through a parametric inversion procedure 363 applied to sub-sampled waveforms.
364
The relative timing and location of these very early aftershocks are consistent with the 365 passage of shear waves radiated by the mainshock. longer-term aftershocks, rather than to the very early events triggered dynamically. Wang 384 et al. [2014] proposed that the excess of aftershocks to the SE at very early times could 385 account for the events missing in the SE in the longer term (10 s-9 hours) aftershock 386 population, if sites are allowed to break only once during the whole aftershock sequence.
387
Our results imply that the shift of the direction of aftershock asymmetry occurs less than The early aftershocks identified in our study may result from static stress transfer di- 
407
In the context of rate-and-state friction models of aftershocks triggered by coseismic 408 static stress steps, the onset time c of power-law aftershock rate decay is related to fric-409 tional parameters [Dieterich, 1994] by other RSTF peaks. This example illustrates that, when the aftershock signal is domi-447 nated by the mainshock signal, the template matching approach has a poorer sub-event 448 detection capability than our deconvolution method.
449
Appendix B: Synthetic Tests on Detection Thresholds
We perform synthetic tests to estimate the detection capability of our deconvolution 450 method. We select randomly 50 events in the repeating earthquakes catalog. We ensure deconvolution sub-event detection process. We first find that, for all events, the inter-456 event time has no influence on the detection capability as long as the sub-event occurs 457 later than 0.2 s after the mainshock (see Figure 11 ).
458
The minimum relative amplitude of the sub-event that is detected varies with the main- 
